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"I'm not against bombs. 
Not all bombs are bad..." 

Ilona Duczynska (1969)1 

The Unknown City 

Ilona Duczynska (1897-1978),2 born near Vienna and a resident of Cana-
da after 1950, has been called one of Hungary's outstanding revolutionary 
personalities.3 In the first part of what was to have been an auto-
biography,4 she describes, with no little satisfaction, how her "rebellious" 
nature developed in opposition to her mother's Hungarian gentry family, 
and then outlines how it became truly revolutionary under the impact of 
the momentous events of March 1917. Duczynska was just twenty in the 
late spring of 1917 when she was privileged to spend several weeks in the 
company of Ervin Szabo (1877-1918). Through Hungary's leading social-
ist theoretician, she became exposed, as never before or since, to ques-
tions of ideology, and the variety of the conflicting currents of socialist 
theory. These made little impression, however. What did leave a perma-
nent mark were two things that spoke most directly to her nature: Szabo's 
emphasis upon the importance of the critically thinking individual, and 
the imperative of action. Duczynska considered herself a socialist, on the 
basis of her reading, since the age of fifteen. Certainly, she was not uncri-
tical5 of the early betrayals of the principles of peace and proletarian 
internationalism after 1914 by social democratic parties, nor later of the 
infinitely greater betrayals of Marx's moral injunctions by national com-
munist parties and the degenerate Soviet system. But her criticism, which 
resulted in her being expelled from two communist parties, owed as much 
to her psychological predisposition to challenge authority as to her early 



exposure through Szabo to anarchism. However, such criticism paled in 
comparison to her life-long opposition to the liberal capitalist order. Her 
hatred (a word Duczynska never hesitated to apply) was visceral, being 
based on moral, indeed quasi-religious condemnation. This was the world 
view current among Hungarian intellectuals such as Gyorgy Lukacs and 
Karl Polanyi (Duczynska's second husband) who remained convinced that 
theirs was "the age of absolute sinfulness."6 Like them, Duczynska always 
held to the conviction that the mission of socialism was to redeem 
humanity from this condition. 

The magnitude of World War One's human and material destruc-
tion on a scale previously inconceivable would have a lasting effect on 
Duczynska. By May 1917 she had internalized the legitimacy of violence 
as a weapon, and attempted to employ it in an assassination attempt on a 
leading Hungarian political figure. This she revealed only late in life, in 
an article published in a leading Hungarian journal. Her startling revela-
tion — in effect, of intending to commit an act that "existing socialist" 
Hungary would have regarded as a crime and, even more, a dangerous 
provocation — was successfully insinuated into, and insulated by, the 
wider context of an insightful and engaging discussion of the work and 
personality of one of Europe's most sympathetic socialist thinkers who 
had the misfortune to die tragically young. Duczynska's experiences in 
1917-22 hardened her in preparation for the new era of violence that 
characterized European politics during the ensuing decades. Finally, in the 
1970s following a life of active political involvement in several countries, 
she seems to have felt compelled to feel her way towards yet again 
justifying the use of violence, in its new manifestation of random terror-
ism, against the western capitalist order. 

Like many of her generation, in 1914 Duczynska was profoundly 
disillusioned by the support given to the war by social democratic parties, 
particularly the German party which was the largest and a model for 
others. She was eighteen in the autumn of 1915 when she enrolled in 
engineering at Zurich's prestigious Eidgendssischer Technische Hoch-
schule (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology). Her determination to 
devote herself wholly to her studies — "young, wounded, one whose faith 
had been betrayed" (UL) — was as much an indication of political 
disillusionment as it was of a disposition to commit herself totally to 
whatever she might at a given time decide upon. Then, at the electrifying 
news of the Russian Revolution of March 12 (February 27), with the 
formation in Petrograd of the Soviet of Workers and Soldiers deputies, 



Duczynska threw herself into neutral Zurich's hectic political life. For 
there the 1915 Zimmerwald anti-war movement had put down roots, and 
among the vibrant emigre communities Lenin and his followers argued 
that the war could only be halted by a social revolution. During the 
ensuing five weeks Duczynska was introduced to Marxism by the Polish 
communist Henryk Lauer, one of her instructors, and to the energetic 
Angelika Balabanov, secretary of the International Socialist Committee, 
the executive body of the 1915 Zimmerwald and 1916 Kienthal Conferen-
ces.7 By then a woman given to headstrong reaction, Duczynska declared 
her eagerness to publicize "at home" (as she called it) the revolutionary 
March 20th Manifesto of the International Socialist Committee. Accord-
ingly, with the help of her newly acquired comrades she prepared a 
microphoto of the front page of the Berner Tagwacht where the document 
had appeared on March 26th, secreted it in the empty rubber ink-sac of a 
fountain pen, and purchased a rail ticket for Vienna. 

Duczynska was convinced that to her had fallen the responsibility 
of bringing the Manifesto, as she put it, to the attention of the proletariat 
of the Central Powers, or rather to such left-wing groups among the social 
democrats who would accept it in theory and as a basis for action. She 
knew that censorship was stringent, and that all travellers crossing fron-
tiers were subjected to a strict search. Thus, just in case the microphoto 
were to be discovered, she committed the document to memory. "I 
remember some of it to this day," she wrote half a century later: 

The revolution lives. The red flag of the workers flies over the 
Tauride Palace.... Now is the historic moment when the prole-
tariat of every country has to choose between revolution and 
war... because either the war will kill the revolution, or revolu-
tion will overcome the war... if the workers in Germany and 
Austria-Hungary do not rise up. 

Accordingly, she formally withdrew from her programme of study 
at the "Poly" and took the train to Vienna, the city of her birth. There to 
her disgust the small group of left social democrats, to whom she had 
been given an introduction by Balabanov, proved to be too cautious and 
even downright pessimistic as to the prospects of printing and circulating 
the Manifesto. Thereupon, Duczynska cut short her stay and proceeded on 
her way further east to Budapest. There at least, she trusted, she would 
find a more promising reception, if only from the one person with whom 
she was personally acquainted — the director of the Budapest Municipal 



Library, leading socialist theorist, the editor and translator of the first 
Hungarian edition of the works of Marx, Ervin Szabo. 

The train carrying Duczynska to Budapest left Vienna's Ostbahn-
hof on April 20, 1917.5 It reached the frontier in less than an hour, and 
after the usual delay continued on across the wide plain of Burgenland. "I 
must.. . return home, to the revolution," she repeated to herself to the 
rhythm of the wheels; the thought was still in her mind three hours later 
as the train entered the industrial outer districts of Pest. She was only 
twenty, she reflected, also consumptive, and — though she never consid-
ered this a handicap — but little acquainted with Marxism. Yet she was 
clear that her objective should be to spread the message of the Manifesto, 
clear too that the time was ripe and Budapest was the place, though just 
how this action would be realized was "shrouded in obscurity." Still, the 
first step, she thought, was clear: she had to join the workers movement. 
For this, she trusted absolutely that Ervin Szabo would "show the way." 
Soon Duczynska was walking down the platform with its massive brick 
pillars supporting the narrow curved glass roof of the Hungarian capital's 
Keleti palyudvar (East Station). Beyond the swing doors, she was con-
fronted with a main thoroughfare teeming with uniforms and the obliga-
tory working-class threadbare dark suits. Her only item of luggage — 
winter clothes, books and notes presumably having been sent on ahead, 
care of her family, to their country home of Zsennye — was a small, flat 
suitcase, divided into separate compartments (which in a few months 
would hold contraband printers' type). 

In Zurich, Duczynska had spoken of going home; but to her this 
raw newly dynamic city of Budapest was anything but that. "It was much 
stranger to me than Vienna," she comments, "it was an unknown city..." 
Come to which, she knew relatively little of Hungary, beyond what she 
had read in the country house libraries of her gentry relatives. At that 
time, she wished to remain unnoticed in the city. Thus it was "potentially 
disturbing" that her gentry relatives owned a house in Budapest on the 
very upper middle-class street where she expected to be accommodated 
by friends of Ervin Szabo. "I was afraid of them; they were a great 
danger; one could not trust them," she says, "they would give you away 
knowingly or unknowingly, so I had to avoid them." The family usually 
spent the winter months there, while her aunt Gizella attended eurythmic 
classes given by the very woman to whose apartment Duczynska was then 
heading. Still, she had no other option for the time being. In later years. 
Duczynska would become very interested in the history of early 



twentieth-century Budapest, particularly as it was the scene of Karl 
Polanyi's activities as well as her own. Her early hope that Budapest 
would become an arena of the class struggle was shared by elements of 
the burgeoning intelligentsia that was being recruited not as traditionally 
from the gentry and aristocracy, but from the urban business and profes-
sional classes. Painfully aware of new elements of western culture, 
conscious of living within a non-western social entity, they were fiercely 
committed to change.10 Furthermore, a rapidly emerging working class, 
among whom literacy was close to 80% among males (over seven) that 
promised to be available for political mobilization.11 

For this socio-political aspect of the Budapest cultural phenome-
non Duczynska was reasonably well-prepared by her precocious early 
acquaintance with the works of the avant garde radical lyric poet Endre 
Ady (1877-1919). Hungary's oppressively chauvinistic conservative 
official culture provided the social basis of artistic revolt, such as in 
Zurich, say, the international avant-garde lacked. "Socially we live in pre-
historical times," Ady wrote in the "Wasteland."12 It was this shared 
perception that inspired the Hungarian intellectual elite to proclaim 
"Liberty for the people!" in contrast to their Viennese counterparts' 
"Liberty for Art!" Ady reassessed the social components of the nation: 
devaluing the nobility and historical middle class, he looked to the 
workers, peasants, and professionals as alone capable of rejuvenating the 
country.13 

This ideologically oppositional counter-culture was represented by 
the sociological journal Huzsadik Szazad (Twentieth Century), the literary 
periodical significantly named Nyugat (The West) founded in 1908, and 
the work of Endre Ady whose volume Uj Versek (New Poems) appeared 
in 1906.14 The impact of the latter was immense, above all, as in Du-
czynska's case — she says she "grew up with him from the age of 12 or 
13 15 — on Hungary's youth in whom his words seemed to conjure up 
new powers.16 Similarly, Gyorgy Lukacs confessed that at the age of nine 
(!) he rejected novels about Hungarian heroes who reminded him too 
much "of the social condescension of the real-life ladies and gentlemen" 
who visited his parents.17 Duczynska's tastes were similar. She claims to 
have read all the great Russian writers in her teens, while reading "practi-
cally nothing" of Hungarian literature apart from Ady ("everything") and 
the poet Mihaly Babits (1883-1941) "to some extent."18 At the end of her 
life, when asked what her generation had to thank Ady for, she replied, in 



what the interviewer called "that spirited girl student's voice of hers:" 
"For everything."19 

The revolutionary significance of Ady's poetry and journalism 
generated paroxysms of verbal insult that contrasts with the at times 
heated artist-public debates in other countries. In response to the poet's 
castigation of his country as "the hunting ground of gentlemen nomads," 
and inferior even to Korea and Macedonia,20 prime minister Istvan Tisza 
(1861-1918) retorted "Ady and Nyugat are plant-lice on the palm tree of 
Magyar culture."21 In addition to helping to prepare the ground for the 
political revolutions of 1918-1919, Ady's writings are credited with 
initiating a spiritual revolution through self-realization. His "I shall not let 
myself be ordered around,"22 together with the "No!" implicit in his 
poetry, echoed Duczynska's early passion for her favourite fictional 
character — Bazarov (in Turgenev's Fathers and Sons) with his, to her 
ear, equally definitive "No! flung in the face of humanity!" (EM) But 
there was also Ady's "Yes" in his "Vision in the Fens" (1903) that shows 
how, just as individual salvation comes through love, the salvation of all 
may come through revolution.18 Basically, it was his rejection of compro-
mise with existing reality — widely shared by many intellectuals at the 
time — that accounts for Duczynska's attraction towards his verse, and for 
why Gyorgy Lukacs could declare that Ady had been more important to 
him than Marx.24 The effect of poetry upon certain personalities invites 
discussion. It is significant that Ady's verse resists translation, partly 
because of its being rooted in the psycho-social context of the times. 
Certainly, it mobilized consciousness in a particular direction to which 
some readers, though not by rational processes, were already predisposed. 
Early exposure in her youth (indeed, before she commenced her formal 
education) to the vatic, condemnatory poetry of Ady — like her late inte-
rest in Holderlin (a new edition of whose works lay open on her table, at 
the end) — represent Duczynska's absorption of, and reliance upon, 
poetry as a repository of values, feelings and modes of expression from 
which she would select in order to confirm the "irrational momentum" of 
her absolute faith which determined her political outlook. She seems to 
have lacked the ability and inclination, for it would have invalidated her 
life's commitment, to test or revise this faith — which she sought to 
confirm even in the oppositional poetry of 1956 — against the testimony 
presented by the sea-changes in the real world about her.25 

The initial impression of Budapest's strangeness that greeted 
Duczynska as she descended the steps from the broad stone platform 



outside the East Station's main exit — with its huge round window's "eye 
blinded with dust"26 — would for her never change. The soot sifting 
down from the smoke cloud hanging over the city would have reassured 
Duczynska that she had come to the right place. Her intended action 
would be directed towards Hungary's one-million strong industrial work 
force whose unionized numbers were increasing dramatically27 in an 
economy that grew before the war at 8.5% per year, with patterns of 
ownership concentrated in large production units.28 

In comparison with Vienna's ample parks and gardens, the 
booming city of Pest was a network of crowded housing developments, 
warehouses, and factories.29 There were tenements where one third of the 
population could but rent a bed, or, as Duczynska would later see for 
herself, merely a mattress for the night. The novelist Gyula Krudy wrote 
of how by day there rose new palaces "topped by towers rising towards 
the sun," while by night processions of carts hauled away corpses along 
with old ways of life.30 Yet cutting through it all was the pseudo Champs-
Elysees of Andrassy ut with its neo-classical villas where the young 
Gyorgy Lukacs lived, as well as some years earlier the family of Duczyn-
ska's second husband Karl Polanyi. But she had little inclination to 
register the progress of new stucco facades. "Budapest was very alive, but 
I had no time to notice." 

The few features of the urban environment that Duczynska does 
mention reflect mainly her immediate concerns. Thus she notes that there 
was bread rationing and she became "very hungry." Of the city's down-
town, she admitted, she had "no memories." "I once asked Ervin Szabo 
where the Vaci utca [the most elegant shopping street] was. He looked at 
me, and burst out laughing, which was very rare for him; he exclaimed 
that I knew where the Vaci ut [the workers' quarter] is, but not the Vaci 
utca." Even then Duczynska may have sensed she was embarking upon a 
life-time of self-denial. "Budapest was full of coffee houses," she grants, 
"but I never went in one; we did not meet in such places"; instead, she 
would meet with Szabo — by then, her "Master" — in side streets, and 
most memorably in a cemetery. Only once did the city impress her with 
its beauty — though this took the form of a vision of the coming power 
of the proletariat. It was the dark bulk that loomed behind her when 
crossing the Chain Bridge to Pest. 

I remember how the Castle Hill looked on those days when it 
was turning pink in the morning fog. And I recall the peculiar 



feeling that the centre of power conveyed, and with it a special 
appreciation of the holiness of power that was over there — 
and that we were going to conquer it. (K) 

Budapest would always remain for her a castle shrouded in fog. 

Seeking direction 

On leaving the East Station, Duczynska somehow found her way "as if 
sleepwalking" to the address she had been given almost two years earlier 
by Alice Madzsar (sister of Oszkar Jaszi), then visiting Barok with Ervin 
Szabo (two emissaries from "the other Hungary") who invited her to visit 
her in Budapest. Now Duczynska made her way down Rakoczi ut, 
crossed the Danube by the Elizabeth Bridge to Buda, skirted the Gellert 
Hill, laboriously ascended one of the steeply sloping side streets to 
Menesi ut, and presented herself at number 8. Jozsef and Alice Madzsar 
were at home. They asked no questions, took her in, said she could stay, 
and allotted her a sofa. Of Jozsef Madzsar, her host after all, Duczynska 
has nothing to say, other than that he played his part uncomplainingly in 
a menage a trois together with his wife and close friend Ervin Szabo. 
Surprisingly, for she almost never praised the appearance of women she 
encountered, Duczynska recalled Alice as being "in her own way, very 
beautiful; very small and very typical, very; she taught Dalcroze dancing, 
and lived for it, to develop the body.""" She was at once encouraged to 
find herself where Ervin Szabo's was a daily visitor. His mother, who 
was "still very beautiful," had a small flat in the same villa as the 
Madzsars, while Szabo himself lived further along the street at number 
19. On his way home from the library, it was his custom as a diabetic to 
stop in to have the special meal his mother (aunt Lujza, to Duczynska) 
prepared for him. Afterwards he called in on the Madzsars for up to half 
an hour. Jozsef Madzsar (1876-1940) remained on terms of warm friend-
ship with Szabo. In addition to being a physician and sociologist, he was 
an honourary lecturer at the University, and vice-director at Szabo's 
Municipal Library. In politics, he moved steadily to the left: from the 
Bourgeois Radical Party to the HSDP, and subsequently to the Commu-
nist Party. Like many other Hungarians, shortly after emigrating to the 
Soviet Union in 1936, he was liquidated during Stalin's purges. 



The day after her arrival at the Madzsars, Duczynska got down to 
work: "The good life of a 'postman' was already a thing of the past!" 
Noticing a microscope on Jozsef's desk, she used it to transcribe the text 
of the microphoto32 which she then translated into Hungarian. This took 
little more than a day. Then problems arose. Discussions ensued as to 
what might be done with the document, with a variety of visiting left-
oriented social democrats. "We talked about everything, we discussed 
everything, exactly as in Zurich," Duczynska granted. But it was all talk. 
There was no organization, she noted, nothing to equal even that of the 
hitherto despised Viennese left: "I saw, for better or for worse, that there 
was nothing to be done with these people." The complaint is familiar. Of 
course, she expected that things would go differently with him who was 
destined to become her "Master." 

In all, Duczynska met Ervin Szabo during three distinct periods: 
for a few hours at a relative's country house in the summer of 1915, 
almost daily from late April till near the end of May 1917, then finally on 
a few occasions between September and November. The aggressively 
expectant young woman who now presented herself to Ervin Szabo in the 
Madzsars' living room was very different from the diffident girl who in 
1915 had hung on his every word and barely managed a whispered 
response in her aunt's garden at Barok. The tone of Duczynska's tape-
recorded voice suggests she was barely able to suppress a smile, recalling 
their second meeting: "I simply said to him: 'Well, here I am!'" She had 
always believed in him: "For a long time the one thing I trusted in was 
that Ervin Szabo would instruct me when the moment came." Now it had 
come. But she admits that she was not in a mood to be instructed — that 
would only come much later, from her reading. Nevertheless, during their 
conversations Duczynska would form an unforgettably favourable impres-
sion of Ervin Szabo, as man and thinker, though her powers of reception 
and absorption were limited by her narrow fixation on two predetermined 
objectives. Consequently her image of Szabo would undergo considerable 
enhancement half a century later — including, as was characteristic of her 
at the time, over-enthusiastic use of the term 'revolution'. 

He was a very strange personality, an intellectual bordering on 
being a bookworm; by day a civil servant, by night a conspira-
tor unlike any other. I think I can honestly say that in Hungary 
there was no revolutionary action that was not initiated or 
influenced by him -- but this I would discover only later. As a 
person, he was very mild of manner, and had about him an air 



of sadness, perhaps due to his illness, diabetes, you know. 
(Beg) 

It must have been difficult to know what to make of the young 
Duczynska. Her Zurich political mentor Henryk Lauer had shown caution, 
as had Balabanov. Now here she was blurting out to Szabo the first of her 
reasons for coming to Budapest: namely, to establish contact with factory 
workers. But he studiously refrained from offering advice during their 
otherwise "long and thorough" conversations in the Madzsars' living 
room, "sincere and profound" though they may have been. They always 
concluded with Szabo putting her off, with his typical sad smile: '"It isn't 
so easy to join the workers' movement'." That was hard to take. She 
remembered: "I had all kinds of illusions...." Szabo's caution bordered on 
scepticism: "I believe that he was doubtful as to just how serious I was," 
she recalled. In later years, Szabo's biographer attempted to gauge the 
impression made on him by Duczynska's sudden irruption into his circle: 

There appeared suddenly in his midst — and in his life — a 
disciple, almost the only one who took him literally at his 
word, and called into question the ethical substance and mes-
sage of his whole teaching: namely, responsibility for revolu-
tionary activity. Ilona Duczynska was hewn from a different 
sort of wood than [previous followers]....33 

Szabo resorted to delaying tactics, to test Duczynska's motives, commit-
ment — and good sense. Later, she would appreciate that out of natural 
caution and understandable prudence, as well as the need to preserve what 
free time he had for his own writing, Szabo was not prepared to take it 
upon himself to tell "such a half-baked little girl what she should read 
and study, and what questions she should ask." Above all, he was not 
prepared — not until the third phase of their association in September — 
to disclose to this impetuous young stranger the nature of the links with 
selected union shop stewards that he had carefully built up over the years. 

Nevertheless, something of Duczynska's obvious sincerity spoke 
to him, and he tried to be helpful — "going, I think, against his better 
judgment," she observes wryly. First, he put her in touch with one of his 
friends Zoltan Ronai29 who also visited the Madzsars, though predictably 
he did not measure up to the intense expectation against which she now 
tested everyone and everything. Accordingly he was dismissed as no more 
than "a sort of critic," one of the intellectual leaders (though at least 



"mildly left-wing") of the Hungarian Social Democratic Party (Magyar-
orszagi Szocialdemokrata Part, hereafter HSDP). Next, Szabo suggested 
she visit the editorial offices of the periodical Nomunkds (The Working 
Woman). But whomever it was he referred her to there, "the contact was 
stone cold" probably — bearing in mind Duczynska's aversion to femi-
nism and 'the womens' movement' — because it was a woman. "I went 
from one dead end to the next; there was no way 'leading to the masses,' 
no opportunity for 'joining the movement'. The task which had seemed to 
be so clear at the beginning was becoming more and more distant and 
unreal." (OM) Was there no step anyone could recommend that would 
lead her closer to her goal? she asked herself, though with no clear idea 
of what exactly she was asking. "Is there no ray of light? One that will 
reveal all?" 

When Duczynska looked back in old age to the seeming tri-
umphs and undoubted tragedies of the revolutionary century, she ac-
knowledged that "the ethics of Ervin Szabo's heroic socialist man" — 
which she had been far from understanding or appreciating in those early 
days — was more relevant than ever. (UL) In the evening of her life, she 
sought the key to him who "was the spiritual father of us all," who died 
in 1918 when she was twenty-one, and whose works had been consigned 
by communist ideologists to a dusty niche over the course of four de-
cades. She played a part in restoring his image, but not in a manner that 
conformed to the dictates of Hungary's then 'existing socialism.' In 
perhaps her most inspired passage, she wrote: "For some he stands like an 
honoured statue, one of stone. But not as a stone statue should he stand 
among us, he who was a flame, a self-consuming flame. Let his memory 
be a statue of flame." 

In the creator of that memorable image a new sort of person had 
entered Szabo's life. Indeed, Duczynska had appeared at a time when his 
attention was directed towards a cause very different from the one she 
represented. For in discussions with Oszkar Jaszi and other liberals, Szabo 
was attempting to formulate some sort of organization of a spiritual and 
ethical elite. Nothing could have been more remote from Duczynska's 
mind. Belonging to no party or grouping, not particularly well-read, 
indeed "ignorant" as she many times admitted, she could think of nothing 
but her action plan. Thus, she impressed Szabo's biographer as being 
possessed of some predetermining "disposition of spirit", rendering her a 
self-effacing, solitary and "silent conspirator". Indeed, in Litvan's view, 
by the middle of May, her resolution "could have caused the master 



unpleasant and sometimes perhaps serious conflicts of conscience."35 Her 
psychological inclination predisposed her to see in Szabo what she needed 
him to be — and what perhaps he too wanted to be — a revolutionary 
activist. Consequently, despite their long discussions, she was probably 
not in a state of mind fully to appreciate what Ervin Szabo had to say. 

Against party bureaucratism 

Within a few days of their first meeting, Duczynska found in Szabo's 
openly expressed detestation of bureaucratism support for her own instinc-
tive dislike of organizations (not excluding that of the family). At that 
time, it had the effect of heightening her sense of alienation from social 
democracy. At the outbreak of war, she had been made brutally aware of 
the limitations of the HSDP when her aunt Gizella one morning tri-
umphantly tossed onto her bed the issue of the social democratic Nep-
szava (The People's Voice) for August 3, 1914.36 Under the banner 
headline "The Nation's Holy Cause," the party's leadership was reported 
as announcing the suspension of the class struggle and that the trade 
unions would henceforth be at the service of the war economy.37 

The 1917 May Day festival of supposed working-class fraternal 
solidarity turned out to be anything but solidarity as far as Szabo — and 
Duczynska, following his lead — were concerned. Presumably, he had not 
encouraged her to attend the party's colourful downtown march, with all 
or most of whose slogans she would surely have agreed. At least, though, 
the two of them did make an afternoon excursion to the Buda Hills, 
together with Alice Madzsar and Lili Magyar. "We sat on the grass.... 
violets were everywhere; it was a very beautiful day; May clouds were in 
the sky, and the sun was shining," she remembered vividly. However, for 
Szabo the experience was spoiled by the spectacle of a group — whom 
Duczynska would term "the dark company" (of "portly" individuals!) — 
sitting nearby on blankets, noisily tucking into a picnic lunch, and 
drinking beer. Szabo glanced across at them, then turning his back 
remarked: "It's the Jakabs, the lot of them," meaning the associates of the 
HSDP secretary Jakab Weltner.38 "He hated them," Duczynska explains, 
"he became physically ill when he saw one of them."39 Towards the 
leadership, Duczynska realized, Szabo's bitterness knew no bounds, "and 
his contempt was boundless too." He disapproved of them, apparently, 
because he considered that they had betrayed their class, as workers who 



had advanced themselves in the movement and thus now counted as 
"bourgeois plebeians." That was enough for her: "I had no dealings with 
them, and wanted to know as little about them as possible." Duczynska 
remained anxious to interpret Szabo's criticism as blanket condemnation 
of the party. It was at this time that Duczynska conceived such a detesta-
tion for social democracy — comparing them unfavourably to the police40 

— which inclined her, at least in the short run, towards communism. 
Later though, Zsigmond Kunfi, a leading left social democrat, suggested 
that Szabo had a more balanced view: "If he criticized, it was with the 
troubled, jealous criticism of the lover, who did not regard the one he 
loved as perfect enough."41 

Founded in December 1890 and modeled on the German and 
Austrian parties, within a decade the HSDP was numerically a significant 
force with 72,790 members. Due to its origins, its leaders, mainly trade 
union bureaucrats with little ideological training, cautiously followed the 
revisionists of the international movement in making parliamentary 
representation their main objective.42 Inevitably, a split occurred early on 
between the leadership and younger radicals. In 1902 Ervin Szabo 
organized a group known as the Revolutionary Socialist Students of 
Budapest. Two years later his activities earned a severe reprimand, and by 
1909 he and other "dissident" intellectuals effectively broke with the 
party, and resigned from it in 1918.43 

It was in order to achieve financial independence that Szabo had 
accepted a post that would lead to his becoming Director of Budapest's 
Municipal Library (which today bears his name). Being free to write what 
he liked, he contributed to many leading socialist and sociological jour-
nals in several countries as well as at home, besides acting as leader of 
the loosely-defined left opposition. What impressed Duczynska as much 
as anything was Szabo's harsh critique of the HSDP's German-style 
bureaucratic structure. In his article entitled "Marx" Szabo accused the 
party of having moved away from Marxism's view of the individual in 
terms of his class relations, and conceiving of "democracy" not in the 
socialist but the bourgeois democracy sense of rule of the majority. 
Against this, he argued that parliamentarianism would "change nothing," 
which Duczynska soon came to appreciate. (A) It is reasonable to sup-
pose, though, as Kunfi again argued, that Szabo meant only that among 
the means available to socialism he did not consider the struggle in 
parliament "the most important." But Duczynska was probably correct in 
saying that it was Szabo's conviction that only through direct action, on 



the part of trade unions — at least those imbued with the spirit of revo-
lutionary socialism expressed in syndicalism — could an economic strug-
gle be waged against capitalism. (UL) 

Hence the uncompromising stand he took as early as 1904: 

The most successful tactic of the socialist parties is to develop 
the consciousness of the working class... it remains the only 
party principle which is unquestionably in agreement with the 
higher laws of social development. Whichever party deviates 
from this road either has a defective organization, or a false 
spirit, or both. In any case, it only deserves to be burned! 
("Party Discipline and the Freedom of the Individual.")44 

In denouncing social democracy's other failing, namely its 
bureaucratism, Szabo was in good company: Rosa Luxemburg castigated 
the German Party's leaders as "Judases" and "traitors;"45 the liberal Oszkar 
Jaszi declared that it was "virtually a cultural insult whenever I happen to 
make contact with them,"46 and Count Michael Karolyi (though he 
personally had a 'very good war') was loud in his contempt for socialists 
who had "no faith, and are therefore incapable of dying for their 
beliefs."47 For her part, Duczynska regretted that the Hungarian leadership 
included no one of the stature of the Austrian party's Victor Adler, not to 
mention his son Friedrich, her hero. Many years later though, with the 
hindsight of experience, she would grant that among the party leadership 
there were some "fantastic speakers," even some "honest people," some 
of whom she admitted to knowing personally: Dezso Bokanyi48 (even 
though "he counted as one of the Jakabs"), Vilmos Bohm (to her an 
intellectual, with whom she had differences),49 and Zsigmond Kunfi.50 

In accounting for what made Szabo so different, Duczynska 
points to the Russian tradition which, she claims, also influenced both 
herself and her husband Karl Polanyi. In his youth Szabo declined a trade 
union position in the party apparently on the advice of his old mentor the 
Russian revolutionary Samuel Klatschko: "You are too good to become 
cannon-fodder; rather you should become the sort of leader and advocate 
who stands in the vanguard and conjures up fertile soil from the swamp." 
At the 1905 Party Congress Szabo spoke out in defense of intra-party 
democracy, criticizing the party's "principles of military organization," in 
terms that spoke later to Duczynska's instinctive suspicion of organi-
zations.51 Later it may have crossed her mind how unprepared Szabo 
would have been had he been confronted by bureaucratic developments in 



the Russian party that went beyond what he could ever have imagined 
possible in a self-styled Marxist party. So it would be for her too. As 
early as 1920, even amid the excitement of working for the Comintern in 
Russia, Duczynska found "life within the bureaucracy very hard to 
tolerate." (A) Later that year, she was faced in Vienna with the challenge 
of having to conform to the dictates of the emigre Hungarian Communist 
Party — which she had joined in late 191852 — as spelled out in lectures 
and debates: "It was really the first time in my life that I was in a proper 
party school." Slowly, views that she had developed "internally" began to 
surface and found expression in what she called "my search to introduce 
more and more democracy within the party... to give greater voice to the 
rank and file of the movement." (A) Finally, she realized that the party's 
main problems of corruption and talking down to the masses were inevita-
ble products of its being an apparatus that was centralized on a "military 
basis." In a devastating passage in her 1922 article, she describes the 
results. 

In many comrades there developed an inability to think, to such 
an extent that they became unable to evaluate the crucial 
situations encountered, in fact even to see the bare facts. It's 
not only that they were no longer revolutionaries, but already 
they were not even conscious and responsible human beings. 
Such a devaluation of the human [to the material level] has 
prevented all attempts directed towards the renewal of the 
party. 

Duczynska's article represented her conversion to Szabo's way 
of thinking regarding the dangers of bureaucratization.53 After declining to 
retract her published views, she was expelled — in the party's usual 
meeting place, the Cafe Liechtenstein — in front of the assembled 
membership. The charge: violation of party discipline.54 Half a century 
later, in her book on the anti-fascist Austrian Workers Militia (Schutz-
bund) in 1934, Duczynska accused the hidebound Austrian Communist 
Party of being less effective in offering resistance than the existing 
autonomous worker organizations.55 She concluded, in a passage remar-
kable for its optimism, by expressing satisfaction that there was no longer 
just one model for communism, because within the worker movement 
there was a process of renewal in terms of "the dichotomy of power and 
respect for humanity."56 



Individualism 

Both master and disciple were as instinctively opposed to bureaucratism 
as they were in favour of individualism. Duczynska claimed to locate the 
well-spring of this attitude explicitly in Szabo's — and to some extent her 
own, if more indirect — experience of Russian turn-of-the-century radi-
calism. This she viewed in extravagant terms as the "the life-giving, 
passionate scene of every shade of [Russian] socialist thought and revolu-
tionary practice" that she imagined shaped Szabo during his student days 
in Vienna. While studying philosophy and history at university (1899-
1903), he read Proudhon, Lavrov and Kropotkin. But more importantly he 
came under the influence (as did his younger cousin Karl Polanyi) of the 
Russian emigre Samuel Klatschko while boarding in his modest 3-room 
apartment at Belvederegasse 3 ("his real home") an experience of which 
Duczynska writes in some detail.57 (Indeed, similar "magic circles" that 
supposedly emanated from Klatschko's surviving family would make a 
deep impression on her too in Vienna after 1923.) The Belvederegasse 
apartment was "a hot-bed of the Russian revolution and the 'red' Red 
Cross" where for thirty-four years until his death in 1914 Klatschko, the 
former narodnik and "a non-party man," gave assistance to revolutionary 
fugitives of all parties from Russia; for some, the bedrooms of Adolf and 
Karl, in the much spacious Polanyi residence at Andrassy ut 2 in Buda-
pest also "served as a temporary lodging place." (UL) As Duczynska 
came to see it, the cousins were influenced in different ways. 

The wind of the Russian revolutionary student movement blew 
upon Karl Polanyi, the gymnasium school boy; in it he recog-
nized the practice of devotion on the model of 'he who is 
committed to the movement'. Later, in the first initiatives of his 
youth — in the Galileo Circle — the ethic of the 'Russian 
Student' movement was unmistakable. 

Of the two, Ervin Szabo was the more profoundly affected by 
Klatschko, "his spiritual father," and by such famous guests passing 
through the household as Plekhanov, Axelrod, and Leo Deutsch. In 
consciously becoming a socialist, Szabo would combine the tradition of 
objective Marxian social and historical truth with what Duczynska terms 
"the well-spring of Russian populism's subjective element." (UL) Oszkar 
Jaszi said much the same thing of Szabo in his Funeral Address in 1918: 
"For his very being was the blood relation of Russian propagandists and 



revolutionaries, in spite of all his Marxism."58 After returning to Hungary, 
Szabo undertook to link the Russian revolutionary movement with the 
West, particularly through transmitting printed materials, while also estab-
lishing contacts with a wide range of groups: anarchists, syndicalists, 
bourgeois radicals, and Marxists. 

The emphasis Szabo placed upon individualism perhaps not 
surprisingly elicited less response in Hungary from the organized workers' 
movement than from the 'bourgeois' or citizens' reform movement. After 
all, the latter provided the audience, readership and producer-base of 
virtually all the counter-cultural achievements of the first two decades of 
the century. In 1901 sociologists, journalists and philosophers organized 
the Association for the Scientific Study of Society (Tarsadalomtudomdnyi 
Tdrsasag), and in 1914 some of its leaders formed a 'Radical Bourgeois 
Party' which advocated reform and also mounted educational programs in 
collaboration with the HSDP. On account of his disagreements with the 
party, Szabo resigned from an editorial position with Nepszava in order to 
become an editor of the Association's new journal Huzsadik Szazad 
(Twentieth Century). Through this move, he would find among its reader-
ship's democratic-radical intelligentsia, particularly the youth, his most 
appreciative audience. 

'Home' with the Galilei Circle 

Ironically, it was within the institutional bourgeois framework of the 
Sociological Society and the related Association of Free Thinkers that 
Duczynska, albeit reluctantly, allowed herself to be pressured into finding 
a temporary "home". This was the Galilei Circle, established in 1908 by 
radical students of the University of Budapest, dedicated to reforming the 
outdated university curriculum through seminars on new areas of study 
and research, pioneering outreach programs for working people, and 
discussions on western radical ideas.59 Initially, Duczynska made a show 
of despising the Circle's intellectualism. Only later, when undertaking 
research on the early years of her husband Karl Polanyi (the Circle's 
founding president) and with the probable aim of writing about its left-
wing members, would she overcome her earlier prejudice. As it happened, 
there existed two more radical groups in which she might have felt more 
at home, but these Szabo did not think it wise, for reasons that will 
become clear, to bring to her attention.60 



"Join the Galilei Circle," Szabo abruptly advised Duczynska at some 
point during the first week of May, "you're a student, so that's the place 
for you." Perhaps he viewed it as a solution as to what to do with her, for 
he could not risk compromising himself and his trade union contacts 
through the possible indiscretions of this relatively unknown young 
woman. Duczynska implies that she already knew enough about the Circle 
to be sceptical, and that Szabo was of like mind: "Incidentally, he didn't 
like the Galilei Circle either; in fact, he hated it. But he said there was no 
other way, I had to join, people had to get to know me." (Tisza, UL) So 
that was the point. The Circle would serve as Duczynska's cover. Having 
a Polish name, being a student recently arrived from the most radical 
centre in Europe — "from Switzerland, the homeland of spies" — with 
no admissible motive for being in Budapest, having chosen not to live 
with relatives while possessing no visible means of support, and the very 
fact of her isolation, Szabo argued, would sooner or later attract the 
authorities' attention. Thus, he concluded, for the time being it was 
prudent for her to belong somewhere, and to be seen to have a place. She 
understood: "Otherwise I could even be labelled an agent of the Entente." 

Accordingly, Duczynska duly presented herself at the Galilei 
Circle's meeting place, in one of the row of narrow neo-classical build-
ings in the curiously semi-circular Anker koz (Close), 2. II. 4 in the Vlth 
district in the centre of Pest. (BM) Her worst fears were confirmed: "The 
first meeting was devastating... theoretically, every one of them was more 
left-wing than the next." 

It cannot be denied that it was a disastrous experience. They 
were very nice, enthusiastic young people; they were studying, 
and wanting to have perpetual peace. — Oh, not here and now! 
Not against this war, not a revolution against this war — j u s t a 
sort of "perpetual peace"... As if they would have been living 
outside of history: as if from their organs of feeling they were 
missing the one which registers political reality. Perhaps I was 
unfair in my aroused impatience. (UL) 

Criticism even came from the liberal Oszkar Jaszi who declared 
that the Circle was home primarily for "utopian" reformers trusting solely 
"in the power of ideas" and in the weakness of the "ancien regime".61 (In 
contrast, a Hungarian-American historian accused the Circle's founders of 
sowing "the seeds of troubles" that all too soon began "sprouting!")62 

Initially, Duczynska sat in on a seminar on philosophy and sociology, 



which she soon left "feeling very discouraged". Her lack of interest in 
ideas was never more obvious than in her disapproval of those Galileists 
who were studying the writings of Ernst Mach (1838-1916). "The over-
ture to a new age in Austria", was how Peter Hanak63 described Mach's 
Analysis of Sensations, a much-reprinted work that would rank with 
Freud's in questioning the concept of stable identity. It is difficult to avoid 
concluding that Duczynska's attitude was determined by Lenin's attack on 
Mach (and the Swiss philosopher Richard Avenarius) in his Materialism 
and Empirio-Criticism. True, it is possible that the tone and level of 
discussion failed to stimulate her. In which case, she was not alone. 
Gyorgy Lukacs also recorded his dissatisfaction, after witnessing a 
seminar in which Karl Polanyi — perhaps arguing in favour of Comte's 
positivism against metaphysics — struck him as doing less than justice to 
his theme. 

It was typical of the state of public opinion before the dicta-
torship... that Polanyi once read out a passage from Hegel's 
Phenomenology of Mind in a seminar at which I was present, 
caricaturing it by his manner of reading. He read out a long 
sentence which was followed by uproarious laughter, and then 
another long sentence that provoked a similar reaction.61 

However, Duczynska could not deny that she was made to feel 
welcome. Some students were genuinely interested in Duczynska and in 
her experiences; enquiring about her background, about Zurich, and about 
"what sort of people Russians are." But when she started speaking of 
what really interested her, the Zimmerwald movement, it became clear 
that they had little interest in the political workers' movement. The 
students' reaction to the war was "the mailing out of postcards, on which 
they wrote that they were in favour of perpetual peace. This formula 
plunged me into despair," she admitted, "because for there to be peace, 
there must — and at once — be action!" 

Action, not theory 

Duczynska never questioned Szabo's strategy of seeming deliberately to 
ignore her desire — craving, rather — for action. Later, though, she came 
to realize that he himself yearned to give practical expression to what 
perforce remained mere theory. Being of a generation who looked to 



poetry to convey what could not be clearly or honestly expressed, 
Duczynska prefaced her second article on Szabo with lines from Holder-
lin: "...perhaps there will come / like a sunbeam through clouds, the deed 
/ that has been spiritualized by thought?" At least by that time she had 
matured enough to hold Szabo's theoretical writings in high regard, 
perhaps even as a species of action. His conspiratorial nature was already 
legendary, and Duczynska seems to have accepted that this accounted in 
part for what she found missing in him. In 1917 though she was not to 
realize that Szabo probably consciously chose not to put her in touch with 
oppositional groups and individuals already experienced in the type of 
activities she would later undertake. Cautiousness on Szabo's part — or 
desire personally to oversee the political education of a young female 
admirer — were hardly adequate reasons for causing her, in effect, to 
waste valuable months. Why, for instance, did he not send Duczynska 
first to the offices of Nepszava where associates had set precedents for her 
later antiwar actions a good two years before her arrival? As early as May 
1915, radicals on the newspaper had been involved in producing ship-
ments of pacifist leaflets to the armed forces (though they were inter-
cepted by the police). At the same time, some individuals on the newspa-
per established contact with Swiss and Entente socialists, and sent one of 
their number, Mandel, to Zimmerwald. Then it must have taken consider-
able initiative to include an advertisement, in the May 11, 1916 issue, for 
"The Workers Education Circle," inviting subscribers to request the 
"Library of Awakening" to send free books and pamphlets to soldiers at 
the front or in hospital. Furthermore, some in the HSDP leadership 
tacitly encouraged these clandestine activities. It was only when such 
efforts failed that, fearing the authorities might impose martial law, the 
leadership decided to focus, together with other parties, on electoral 
reform,65 though this did not hinder further peace initiatives by individu-
als.66 

These activities set the stage in early 1917 for the unlikely 
appearance of the first major war-time opposition group. Engineers, 
technicians, draftsmen, and administrators — thus far rejected by estab-
lished trade unionists as 'representatives of capital'67 — formed the 
movement known as "engineer socialism," later the National Association 
of Engineers. Their radically new interpretation of the theory of surplus 
value and plans for revolution through industrial action were alluded to in 
a novel set in those times by Duczynska's close friend of the 1960s the 
writer Jozsef Lengyel ("the Hungarian Solzhenitsyn").68 Engineer socialist 



leaders would be joined by representatives of twenty major factories in 
Budapest to form the Inter-factory Committee, which led to proposals for 
a general strike (which predictably the HSDP refused to support). 

Duczynska would have been equally puzzled, if not dismayed, 
had she known that Angelika Balabanov had omitted to brief her on the 
interest already shown in the Zimmerwald movement by some of the 
HSDP's leaders. In 1915 indications of mass discontent in Hungary 
caused the leadership to write to the International Socialist Committee 
(ISC) on July 15th, and then to send Mandel to the Zimmerwald Confer-
ence. Subsequently, the Nepszava published an article (September 25) 
praising the Conference (though according to a police report this indicated 
no change in the party's position).69 In January 1916 two HSDP leaders 
tentatively approached the ISC regarding peace initiatives, but the party 
rejected the notion of joining the Zimmerwald movement and ignored the 
appeal of the Kienthal Conference.70 In the autumn, two leaders went to 
the Hague, censorship's blank spaces appeared more frequently in the 
Nepszava,71 and the police reported that elements within the party had 
been engaging in peace propaganda.72 In May 1917, a Hungarian delega-
tion visited the ISC which had by then moved to Stockholm; and in the 
summer an expanded delegation — including Szabo's bete noire Jakab 
Weltner, along with Mano Buchinger" and four other party leaders — 
went there for discussions with the preparatory committee.71 In as much 
as Balabanov was the ISC Secretary, and would thus have been aware of 
these Hungarian initiatives, it may be concluded that she regarded 
Duczynska as little more than a courier whose responsibility — and 
presumed limited ability — extended no further than delivering the 
Manifesto to known leftists in Vienna, and presumed leftists in Budapest. 
Beyond that, she had no reason to place any confidence in the former 
student's political abilities. Hostility to the HSDP's leadership probably 
explain why Szabo himself did not attend the European conferences, quite 
apart from the problem of obtaining the necessary accreditation and 
financial support.75 In the final analysis, though, it cannot be ruled out 
that it was part of Duczynska's agenda to ignore these earlier initiatives in 
order to portray her own activities in Hungary between September 1917 
and January 1918 relating to Zimmerwald and anti-war propaganda as 
pioneering undertakings. 

Still, Duczynska's blanket profession of ignorance on matters 
Hungarian have to be taken seriously. It was a measure of her isolation 
from the Hungarian political scene, that, as she admitted, she was ignorant 



of the long campaign to extend the franchise. This had peaked with the 
demonstration before the Parliament, on "Bloody Sunday" on May 23, 
1912, when the party's proclamation — soon withdrawn — of a general 
strike for a full extension of the franchise, resulted in the deaths of six 
workers and the wounding of 182 others. Like Rosa Luxemburg, Duczyn-
ska was too ready to regard parliamentarianism as diverting energies from 
the class struggle. It was certainly significant that Trade Union member-
ship — in 1906 129,332, but declining to a low in 1916 of 55,338 — had 
increased to 215,222 by late 1917, and now included white-collar work-
ers, engineers and civil servants, whose conditions were worsening.76 Yet 
the franchise issue could not be viewed in isolation from the need to 
politicize the peasantry — of whose plight Duczynska seems to have 
remained ignorant until the early 1940s — and from resolving the crucial 
problem of the nationalities' desire for independence from Magyar 
hegemony. In effect Duczynska viewed politics not as work on a continu-
ing basis across a broad and varied human terrain, but as a series of 
violent events. 

Master and disciple 

In the beginning conversations between Duczynska and Szabo probably 
took place in the Madzsars' living room. However, she became aware that 
her presence was inconvenient on occasions when Szabo wished to be 
alone with Alice, while the presence of numerous social democratic 
visitors likewise inhibited hers. So some time in the first week of May 
Duczynska moved out from the apartment and into a furnished room she 
rented for one month in a building on a nearby major thoroughfare, the 
Fehervari ut. The experience of living alone made Duczynska more aware 
of her surroundings, more conscious too of how the war cast its shadow 
over all aspects of life. Every morning the tantalizing smell of freshly 
baked bread wafted up into the street from the bakery in the basement. In 
the evening, war's shadow cast a pall of apprehension in her room. "It 
was a ghostly room," she recalls. She was alone now. Uncertainty again 
took hold. 

The new room turned out to be not entirely secure either, for the 
landlady was well placed to observe visitors (also a hazard at the previous 
address). Therefore, during the next three weeks — the period during 
which she turned over in her mind the second plan she felt she had to 



resort to — Duczynska and Szabo, seemingly by that time meeting every 
day or two, continued their talks "about various things," as she puts it 
evasively, not in Szabo's apartment, of course, and "absolutely not" at his 
library. Instead, after his daily visit to the Madzsars', the two of them 
would walk during the lightening evenings in neighbouring small side 
streets. On Sunday mornings, though, they met in the Farkasret 
Cemetery77 in the bright spring sunshine, to Duczynska's mind a better 
time and place. "We would walk among the large crowds alongside the 
graves; where could we have spoken more freely?" 

How freely did they speak, this ill-matched pair? A degree of 
intimacy seems to have coloured their relationship. Perhaps Duczynska 
would not have returned so often, and in such detail, to Ervin Szabo, had 
there not been subtle bonds of affection between them. According to 
Oszkar Jaszi, Szabo had "an almost magical influence on idealistic youth 
and on women."78 It seems to have been the case with Duczynska too. At 
their first meeting in 1915, she saw in him the likeness of her father, until 
then the only person she had ever loved.79 Concerning Szabo, when 
pressed Duczynska declared, "certainly I loved him."80 As to his feelings 
for her, Duczynska retreats into affirmative metaphor.81 But according to 
"historical gossip" Szabo was in love with her.82 When asked whether 
Szabo ever displayed emotion — he who lost his father early, never 
married, and remained very close to his mother — again Duczynska 
replied evasively: "Rhetoric was completely alien to him....". (A) At the 
time, Duczynska was almost certainly a virgin who had known only 
platonic love for her brilliant cousin, the poet Ferenc Bekassy. Yet she 
would always represent a curious mix of puritanism and assumed worldli-
ness, such as caused her almost always to refer to Alice as "Mrs. Mad-
zsar." Thus, even from the perspective of old age, she would not presume 
to elaborate on what sort of man Szabo was. According to her, he ap-
peared almost every day at the home of his close friend Jozsef Madzsar, 
because "he was very affectionate towards Mrs. Madzsar." They had "a 
very intimate personal relationship," which she chose to describe as "a 
very great love." "It was a triangle: the life of mature people." (A) 

The age difference between master and disciple seems hardly to 
have mattered, though a curious incident made Duczynska aware of it for 
the first time. Most days she went to the Galilei Circle. But one afternoon 
it chanced that Ervin Szabo took the unusual step of calling without prior 
arrangement, only to find that she was out. The incident later struck 
Duczynska as showing how young people misguidedly exaggerate age 



differences. She was surprised to hear from the landlady that "a young 
man" had called round, for the only young men she knew belonged to the 
Circle, and none were on close enough terms to visit her. She soon 
learned that the mysterious caller was Ervin Szabo, who "of course," to 
her at that time was an "old man". "Or so he seemed to me," she re-
flected, "though when he died he was not yet forty, just thirty-nine."83 

Nevertheless as director of the Budapest Municipal Library, an 
established author and leading intellectual he was on a different plane. 
Szabo's uniquely activist concept of the book, and indeed of the Library, 
was memorably described by Jozsef Madzsar. 

For him, a book was... a living organism: each one of them had 
its own function, and his mission lay in marshalling books and 
dispatching them in all directions in the fight for culture. Each 
book enters like a corpuscle the body's cells, bringing with it 
the oxygen of culture, afterwards re-assembling before going 
again and again in different direction. (Farewell Address, 
October 1, 1918). 

At least one such book came into Duczynska's hands a few months later. 
An issue of an anarchist-socialist journal,84 it bore a circular emblem (of 
two hands breaking a rifle) that she would use on one of her anti-war 
leaflets. Though she ill-advisedly called Szabo a "bookworm", she would 
never have questioned the value of his creating such an institution for the 
wider diffusion of knowledge. Furthermore, Duczynska had a naive awe 
of Szabo's self-discipline: he worked from six (others say from five) until 
eight o'clock every morning ("in his cloistered study," she adds archly), 
writing his history of 1848-49 in a firm hand on grey paper. (OM) And 
yet, age did count for something, in terms of registering the passage of 
time. Duczynska now found herself becoming aware of the impermanence 
of life. Thus, on one of their walks, they passed a construction site. "I 
remember that Ervin said that not even our foot-prints will remain, 
because somehow they [who have power] control the streets, will re-plan 
them, and break up the very concrete."85 (K) She, on the other hand, was 
convinced that a new age was about to dawn upon the ruins of the old. 
Inevitably, then, later that year Duczynska sought out radical students of 
around her own age — their youth seemingly a guarantee of the activism 
she valued beyond any theory. 

One lesson Duczynska did learn from Szabo — and would 
attempt to apply from September on — was his conspiratorialism. She 



liked to think it was typical of the Russian illegal movement whose 
principles he had absorbed in Klatschko's Vienna apartment ("the high 
school for conspiracy"). "Through him there percolated down to us in 
some measure the principles of the illegal movement and conspiracy," she 
claimed. (OM) This practice was apparent in the caution Szabo exercised 
in what he said even to Duczynska, whose inexperience and gentry family 
connections he could hardly ignore. "He always acted according to the 
rules of conspiracy," she notes, "and never told anyone, not even his 
closest friends, anything that wasn't strictly their business." (Beg. & OM) 
Nevertheless, it may be that her own liking for conspiracy, which became 
almost a way of life86 as well as infatuation with what she thought were 
'Russian' tactics, caused her to exaggerate it in Szabo's case.87 

During their unequal conversations, Duczynska was painfully 
aware that she was the disciple, rightly in awe of one whom she was 
already inclined to regard as her "master". Yet her impetuous ambition 
ran up against Szabo's cautiousness, creating a dilemma. She could not 
ignore that he was deliberately steering discussion towards theoretical 
questions, rather than practical solutions. Her initial plan of contacting 
workers in factories was getting nowhere. Although Szabo gave her a 
disproportionate amount of his limited free time, to Duczynska he seemed 
like someone from "another world". The first two weeks of May (which 
she would call "Bitter May") were, as she recalled so clearly, "a time of 
roads without direction, a time of sterile endeavour, inner indecision, 
isolation, impotence. Later discussions hardly opened a way out, however 
sincere and intense they were." (OM) 

It was a new experience for Duczynska to try to discuss, in her 
mother tongue, subjects that she had only limited acquaintance with, and 
that in German. Probably, she availed herself of the Madzsars' personal 
library in order to begin to familiarize herself with Szabo's writings. At 
least since 1913, she had become to some extent politicized while at 
school in Braunschweig — principally through reading the "always very 
radical" daily Braunschweiger Volksfreund — though it was the outbreak 
of the Russian Revolution that reclaimed permanently her allegiance to 
socialism. Yet she had felt no desire to read Marx until her Zurich mentor 
Henryk Lauer recommended The Communist Manifesto as a start. Never-
theless, Duczynska seems to have deliberately given the impression of 
being poorly read, never speaking of exemplars (other than Szabo), nor of 
what she may have read against the war (unlike Lukacs who mentions 
Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht). After describing her 1917 experi-



ences Duczynska would never again refer to Marx. It may have sufficed 
that Szabo's interpretation accorded with the dictates of her rebellious 
nature. What she learned from him was the significance of certain deriva-
tives and applications of Marxism, not its essence. "I did not hear him 
speak of theory, of Plekhanov for example," Duczynska says, adding, 
"theoretical matters were of another world." (A) 

From syndicalism to anarchistic individualism 

Despite Duczynska's allegation that Szabo, even if reluctantly, was con-
cerned with theory at the expense of action, nevertheless she granted, at 
least with the benefit of hindsight, that some aspects of theory were more 
potentially action-oriented than others. Thus, though it was not clear to 
her in 1917, she came to grant that Szabo did emphasize the essential role 
of "the individual" (if not all individuals). This was because he was a 
syndicalist "in the fullest sense of the word" — indeed, Duczynska 
emphasizes, "an anarcho-syndicalist". Later, her rudimentary political 
philosophy seemed to have been influenced — if not arrested — by 
Szabo's argument that anarchism was in the best Marxist tradition: "Today 
it is mostly the anarchists who call themselves communist, and collectiv-
ism is the social ideal of the Social Democrats."88 What direct experience 
he'd had came from his short-lived early association with the small 
Hungarian anarchist movement led by the curious figure of Count Ervin 
Batthyany. The correctness of his instinct was to a degree confirmed by 
Lenin's statement that Bolshevism must seek allies within the best ele-
ments of the anarchists.89 

That Duczynska was impressed by what Szabo said on the 
subject is suggested by her declaration, on virtually no evidence, that her 
father Alfred von Duczynski — who in her eyes could do no wrong — 
was an anarcho-syndicalist. However, it was clear that syndicalism was 
Szabo's active political concern. For he had formed a Syndicalist Propa-
ganda Group dedicated to establishing independent trade unions with the 
objective of revolution.90 Duczynska was interested to know what Szabo's 
syndicalism amounted to. Eventually she concluded that he believed 
neither in purely political movements nor in the usefulness of street 
demonstrations; his aim was simply to bring the workers out onto the 
streets, though without even the sort of programme which at least the 
Zimmerwaldists had. Whether or not it was possible to achieve such a 



thing, she commented with obvious scepticism, was another question. In 
any event, the working class would remain, for both of them, a preferred 
though little-known dimension of humanity. When Szabo warned Ducz-
ynska that it "wasn't easy" to make contact with the workers, he could 
have been speaking of his own limited experience. According to his 
biographer, "he did not idealize the working class and did not try to 'rub 
shoulders' with them."91 In Duczynska's case, too, although after 1946 she 
idealized the peasantry as the most likely catalyst of world revolution, her 
milieu remained the intelligentsia. Master and pupil were typical of the 
Hungarian intelligentsia who, drawn from the upper and middle ranks of 
society, looked to the West, in contrast to the Russian intelligentsia that 
came from the people and went back "into the people."92 However, 
recognition did eventually come from the workers, if only on the occasion 
of Szabo's funeral. The large factories stopped work for ten minutes, of 
which Duczynska observed, "Ervin Szabo in death moved the masses as 
he never did in life. In death he acted." (UL) 

Not until late September 1917 would Szabo provide Duczynska, 
along with the student group she had by then assembled, with introduc-
tions to those formerly elusive intermediaries necessary for contacting 
factory workers in armaments factories. These turned out to be long-time 
syndicalist associates of his, shop stewards who like him regarded trade 
unions as vehicles of class warfare. In the short term, Duczynska's goal 
accorded with theirs: to organize a general strike as prelude to the long-
awaited proletarian revolution. But over the long term, she did not share 
Szabo's view that 'after the revolution' government should consist of a 
national federation of syndicates. In her last years, though, the distortions 
arguably inherent in 'existing socialism' seem to have caused her to 
ponder whether a syndicalist system might not be preferable to a central-
ized state apparatus. (UL) Here perhaps was the reason for her having 
chosen to write about Ervin Szabo in the first place — to present anar-
chism and syndicalism as fruitful critiques of 'existing socialism.' This 
was at least partly confirmed by what she wrote about the Austrian 
Schutzbund,93 For on the basis of her experience in its activities from 
1934 to 1936 she became convinced that communist renewal could come 
only through "the trend towards autonomy." Above all, from "respect for 
humanity [wherein lies] direct democracy,... acting as an antibody on 
bureaucratic structures, and spontaneous initiative in all walks of public 
life." 



The state and bolshevism 

The March Revolution may have been an inspiration to Duczynska, but it 
inclined Szabo to anticipate crucial weaknesses in the bolshevik mode of 
socio-political structuring. For according to his syndicalist principles, the 
class struggle must be waged through direct action on the part of indus-
trial workers themselves, not by a political party claiming to act for them. 
The latter course would be the breeding ground of bureaucracy and 
ultimately etatisme. Duczynska expressed this in a particularly striking 
formulation — indeed, one more prescient than she could have dreamed 
of at the time — "He almost feared more the statist deformation of the 
coming revolutionary transformation than that it might never come at 
all." But in 1917 she would have regarded this as totally removed from 
reality. It was natural for Duczynska to have been impatient with Szabo's 
seeming hostility to the coming Bolshevik people's state. Even later, she 
could not bring herself fully to accept that Szabo's objection had a ratio-
nal basis. Thus, she attempted to trace it back,94 as others had done, to 
underlying psychological factors that induced lack of confidence resulting 
in awareness of contradictions and self-doubt. The result, she concluded, 
was that he whom she decided to call "the unhappy lover of action" (UL) 
was doomed to remain ineffective in practice. 

Even subsequent bitter experience — expelled by two communist 
parties, the liquidation of her first husband and old comrades of different 
nationalities in Stalin's Purges — did not alter her conviction that at that 
time the formation of socialist statehood in the motherland of the Revolu-
tion had been necessary. However, following Szabo into theory and some 
unspecified future, she could not disagree with Ervin Szabo's conviction 
of the need to realize — via a bridge leading to tomorrow from everyday 
disappointments — the vision of Marx and Engels of the withering away 
of the state. (UL) But who would be the bridge-builders? For Szabo, they 
would be the trusted "few" who alone had the ability to discern "the more 
distant great objectives of the future." It is not obvious to what extent 
Duczynska objected to this. "Basically, Szabo was not of a democratic 
way of thinking, but was for an elite which would transform society in 
which there was democracy (in an intensive, not broad sense), not a mass 
movement, but based on direct action in the factory." (K) Still, it troubled 
her that "he was like Lenin, in that basically he did not believe in the 
working masses as a political force," preferring an elite social formation. 
At the time of writing, Duczynska was despairing of 'socialism' as theory, 



and turning towards individual action. Years of disappointment had taken 
their toll: the Stalinist system, its imposition upon Hungary, the ossifica-
tion of 'existing socialism'. Perhaps it was her despair of 'socialism' at 
least as it was commonly understood that caused her to write that "every 
practical movement is the seat of continual disillusions, constant contra-
dictions." In May 1917 too Duczynska was feeling dissatisfied. The 
openness and optimism of neutral Zurich was very different from Buda-
pest's climate of irresolution and suspicion. No one took seriously her 
half-thought-out scheme. "It was a time of untrodden ways, futile at-
tempts, gestation, isolation and helplessness," she remembered only too 
well. 

On Saturday May 12th, Ervin Szabo delivered a lecture in 
Golyavar, under the auspices of the Galileo Circle's Peace series, entitled 
"Imperialism and Lasting Peace."95 Duczynska was in the audience. As 
she watched and listened she was forced to conclude that for Szabo, "to 
lecture, to speak from a rostrum, like some 'actor', was torture." Sitting 
beside Alice Madzsar, she was nervously trying to follow "with half an 
ear" the to her totally irrelevant line of Szabo's reasoning concerning 
Cobden and Bright, Free Trade, economic liberalism, and English trade 
unionism. For she was restless, her mind elsewhere. 

Why? What good is it? What it is good for? Two months ago 
in Petersburg the soldiers did not shoot, the workers downed 
tools, they wouldn't make munitions; starving and in misery 
they demonstrated in the streets. This happened, and that it did 
actually happen will never be forgotten. This is already our 
era... 

What Szabo said had not the slightest impact. "In my all-embracing 
ignorance," she later recalled, "I believed implicitly that all this consti-
tuted no great problem, that it counted for nothing...." It was also a 
measure of Duczynska's ignorance concerning Marxism that she failed to 
grasp the obvious significance of Szabo's liberating observation that "the 
primacy of economic over political structure is by no means as obvious as 
many used to believe." (UL) When the lecture ended she left the hall 
more convinced than ever of his limitations. She kept recalling Zimmer-
wald's stirring summons to revolution that had galvanized her personally 
to action. She had been sure that in Ervin Szabo she would find someone 
of the same mind. Instead, here he was presenting a scholarly lecture 



from under his trademark "drooping melancholy moustache." This was no 
way, she thought, to bring the masses out into the streets. 

I think I didn't understand a word, and it wouldn't have given 
me any guidance even if 1 had. The youthful ear 'picks up' only 
what has previously vibrated within that 'receiving' ear, what 
has been previously formed in the depths of the mind. It was 
listening only to the dream: to the rebellious crowd streaming 
out from Csepel's factories... But is there no step that can take 
us closer to it, no possible plan of action? Is there no ray of 
light? One that will reveal all? (Beg) 

The March Revolution may have been on Duczynska's mind, but 
not on Szabo's, or at least not in the same sense. It is difficult to judge 
from her accounts — written for publication in 'communist' Hungary — 
whether self-censorship caused her to omit the sceptical comments he 
likely made. However, one disclaimer, made in the course of the Ackerl 
interview, strains belief: "I didn't dare to enquire whether he approved or 
not," she says concerning the Revolution. "But I never heard him say 
anything against it either, because, after all, it was an immense event and 
a great Revolution — and so he preferred to remain silent." Evasiveness 
characterized Szabo's reported attitude on the subject. Nevertheless 
Duczynska felt obliged to conclude that, if "only obliquely," "the whole 
structure" of Szabo's way of thinking was different, and that there was "a 
complete difference" between the two of them in their assessment of 
bolshevism. When asked flatly whether Szabo approved of the Bolsheviks' 
seizure of power, Duczynska replied, "It's doubtful, very doubtful." 
According to her, all he said on the subject was, "never believe every-
thing you see in print." Again, she tried to account for this in terms of 
personality: "Certainly, he refrained from making any statement on it... 
due to inner uncertainty." Finally though she accepted that his response 
was in accordance with his deeply-held principles: "It was the develop-
ment of etatisme that would have struck him most certainly as a danger, 
from the very first minute." For this reason, Duczynska adds, "he was 
thoroughly distrustful of the Bolshevik leadership." 

Curiously, it seems that Lenin's name, according to Duczynska, 
"did not come up once" in their discussions. She tries to account for this 
by pointing out that news from Russia was slow to reach Budapest, and 
that the nature of Lenin's role was still not clear. Of course, at that time 
she was focusing on her own projected plans, perhaps even to the exclu-



sion of developments in Russia. In any case, she was hardly up to 
debating such matters with Szabo. After all, as she confessed, she still had 
not grasped the basic difference between Lenin and the Left Zimmer-
waldists — "I was very far from understanding the Bolshevik way of 
thinking." It would not have been surprising if Szabo had deliberately 
decided to deflect her questions. At the time it must have irked Duczyns-
ka to realize that "to him, everything and everyone who became organized 
was suspect." Later though, after saying this (on the Ackerl Interview 
tape), after a pause, she adds, "It was a very profound insight...." (A) 
Unlike his disciple, Szabo was spared from having to confront the 
dilemma presented by onrushing events. He died on September 29, 1918, 
a few weeks before the first of the two Hungarian revolutions. His funeral 
was held at the time when ex-prisoners-of-war were returning from Russia 
to found the Hungarian Communist Party, and some months later the 
Republic of Soviets. Then, as Duczynska points out, Szabo would surely 
have found it difficult to maintain his anti-statist position. Yet already the 
Bolsheviks had acknowledged Szabo's historic role in the workers 
movement. "He was invited — news reached him before his death — to 
be the first foreign member of the Socialist Academy which had just been 
created in Moscow. He accepted. It was a great honour." Honours he 
could accept, but not the responsibility of acting. "I cannot imagine him 
participating in the 1919 Hungarian Republic of Soviets,"96 Duczynska 
declares. Even though it would claim him as one of its patron saints.97 

Activism and the individual 

Against all the evidence, writing and theorizing were for Szabo not 
enough — he wanted to act! "A thoughtful person... who philosophizes 
— is no more than half a man. The whble man is the active man!" That 
was what one who knew him said he affirmed.98 It was his tragedy that he 
was constitutionally unable to become one. Later, this was held against 
him under 'existing socialism', when his scruples and awareness of 
contradictions were dismissed as inhibitions which ought to be 'solved', as 
Duczynska duly noted.90 Later in life, though, she seemed prepared to 
grant that more thought and less action would have done a lot less harm. 
She blamed herself for failing to grasp the profound significance of the 
issues Szabo raised. "How could it have been otherwise?" she asks, "my 
theoretical-political ignorance was boundless." Yet the full extent of the 



issues would only become intelligible with the tragedies of the intervening 
four decades. Then Szabo's ethical critique of communist party practice 
would strike her as "more realistic than anything else." Even then, though 
Duczynska was more aware of what she calls "the spiritual projections of 
the attributes of the contradictions," there is no evidence that she was able 
to comprehend "the theoretical dissonances hiding behind them." (UL) 
Impatient for 'action', as always, it is not clear that Duczynska fully 
appreciated the distinctive ethical dimension of Szabo's thinking. As 
Litvan100 points out, this "incorruptible" thinker's earlier syndicalist view 
of the leadership role of a "moral elite" would eventually broaden into a 
vision of what he himself represented. Thus, he could be seen as a model, 
"one of a few, who will be devoted to far-away goals and are courageous 
enough to present these constantly to the masses... who serve as steady 
drivers of present-day mass movements... towards the morrow." In this 
respect, Szabo would be pointed to as the "the guiding spirit" of Du-
czynska's group of student revolutionary socialists. Yet they had neither 
the status nor the ambition to assume any such leadership role. 

However, there was another perhaps more crucial dimension to 
Szabo's concept of activism and the individual. Thus it would come as 
something of a revelation for Duczynska personally when she read, in a 
new edition of Szabo's works, that for him all social progress "was the 
positive achievement of critically thinking individuals." (UL) Typically 
though she tried to associate this with his early reading in "the heroic 
theory of Russian populism" (in order perhaps to differentiate between 
this and the western form of individualism), noting that his view "must be 
the complete opposite of the Leninist concept" which points to the party 
organization as representing the subjective element. (UL)In this regard her 
lack of interest in Marx would have found justification in Szabo's letter to 
Karl Kautsky (1904): "I think that it is necessary to establish the role of 
the individual in history," because "[historical] materialism explains only 
short passages of the development of society."101 It followed that he 
opposed the fatalism of revisionist German Marxism which was content to 
await the "automatic" fulfilment of the objective laws of history (UL), its 
"a priori party truths" blocking "the free expression of different opinions." 
"For socialism one must not create soldiers [but] rebels, spontaneous 
fighters, who know why they are fighting," he wrote.102 To this extent 
Duczynska would follow him, criticizing the Austrian SDP in 1934 for 
cloaking policy in "the magic mantle of historical necessity."103 From 
another perspective, for Gyorgy Lukacs too the concept of "Ought" would 



involve accepting that things do not change of their own accord, "but as a 
consequence of conscious choices."104 However, though he declared that 
Szabo was "the only one of the Hungarian thinkers of my day to whom I 
am seriously indebted,"105 Lukacs would never have elevated the critically 
thinking individual over the Party. 

The urgency of the need to renew the fabric of European culture 
that world war had torn asunder affected Szabo profoundly. But he was 
consumed by the sense of inadequacy that came from his inability to 
resolve to engage in action. Duczynska took Szabo's self-criticism to 
heart, though it meant setting aside his critical standards. During the next 
three years, action would become her watchword: anti-war street propa-
ganda (for which she was jailed), membership of the Hungarian Commu-
nist Party, propaganda in Switzerland for the Hungarian Soviet republic, 
and work for the Comintern in Russia. Even had she read Szabo's last 
article "Culture and Civilization," she would still have ignored its recom-
mendations which struck at the heart of her action project. 

Hence, those who know and proclaim the good, but want to 
realize it with means that are contrary to their moral convic-
tions, are not truly cultured, and are not worthy of leadership. It 
is better to allow the bad to remain than to change it by immo-
ral means.1"6 

"Those whom the gods love die young," Duczynska wrote of 
Szabo, decades later. At least he was spared having to witness the 
Hungarian Republic's collapse and the quarter-century of clerical-conser-
vative counter-revolution. Likewise the fatal consequences of the Austrian 
SDP's intellectual elite which, by showing itself "incapable of action," as 
Duczynska charged, thereby "paved the way to the abyss" of the Nazi 
years.107 Yet if intellectuals could not unite knowing and doing, who else 
could? Members of the working class, was Duczynska's answer. Szabo's 
preference was for a directing "elite social formation," hers was "the 
working masses as a political force." The resolute workers whose resis-
tance to fascism she described in her book on the February 1934 rising of 
the Schutzbund, proved, to her satisfaction at least, superior to their 
intellectual "betters" through being able both "to determine on and carry 
out a course of action."108 The "spontaneous upsurge" in Vienna of 
working men who hitherto had known only how to obey, turned "the 
improbable into the real."109 They demonstrated, in Duczynska's words, 
that the individual must be viewed as active subject rather than passive 



object.110 Through focusing on "close-ups" of turning points in the 
campaign, she sought to reveal how "the action of a single person may 
well determine which way the 'wheel of destiny' will roll."111 But, of 
course, they regarded themselves as being within the workers movement. 
To that extent, Duczynska rejected Szabo's concept of an elite: "I very 
consciously turned against Ervin Szabo's world view, in that from first to 
last, it was directed towards individual action, which I viewed as no 
solution at all." 

Back in the autumn of 1917, Duczynska's feelings were a mix-
ture of awe and puzzlement. If she is to believed, she and her student 
activist group regarded their "master" Szabo, "this scholarly, strange saint 
of the revolution," as their "spiritual father,"112 though "outwardly he 
lived a completely petit bourgeois life." (OM) Nevertheless, they were 
uneasy. Perhaps it was his illness: "He was very mild, and bore himself 
with a certain sadness," and in appearance he was "more haggard". (A) 
But it was his demeanour that most affected them most: "He was so aloof 
that there was no way to get to know him... he was not so much cold as 
very silent; a certain sadness never left him." She would later learn that 
even Samuel Klatschko had noted in him "the absence of some funda-
mental psychic quality," at least as far as his becoming a leader. (UL) It 
was this, she declared — with a degree of dramatic exaggeration charac-
teristic of her in old age — that in political life caused him to go "from 
one defeat to another, from set-back to set-back. (UL) Szabo might have 
been predicting his own fate, when he wrote of Marx, "the full impact of 
his influence will be felt only in the future... [meanwhile, we have] the 
example of his heroic life." Duczynska adapted her master's words to 
stand for a final judgment on him: "A happy life is impossible; the most 
one can attain is a heroic life."113 The last words she addressed to her 
master were sent from prison. During her trial for treason before a 
military tribunal, the defense counsel Gyula Mero came over to Duczyns-
ka and the other defendants and asked whether a wreath in their name 
could be placed on Szabo's grave. (UL) It was determined that the 
wreath's ribbon would bear the inscription "From Ilona Duczynska and 
her comrades." 

The assassination plan 

When it was becoming clear that Ervin Szabo would not assist her to 
publicize the Zimmerwald Manifesto among factory workers, Duczynska 



resorted to what must all along have been a fall-back plan, the assas-
sination of prime minister Istvan Tisza. It is a measure both of her isola-
tion and the ties of affection between them that she confided in Ervin 
Szabo. It might have been thought that the scholarly theorist would have 
tried to dissuade her. And he did, though but half-heartedly. But that 
could have no effect now. She was no longer his disciple. "Existence was 
now weightless; time flowed smoothly," Duczynska felt. It was as though 
she had entered a new dimension of the Will. Indeed, she might not have 
been aware, when she started writing, of just how deep-seated this 
dimension was. 

This second plan of Duczynska's probably began taking shape 
even before she left Zurich, when Katja Adler handed her a letter to 
smuggle into Vienna. At the prospect of meeting Adler, Duczynska 
remembered, "I was in seventh heaven!" (A) It was to be forwarded via 
her to her husband Friedrich Adler (1879-1960) who was awaiting trial 
for having shot the Austrian prime minister Count Karl Stiirgkh. Appar-
ently, the importance of Adler's act was widely understood including in 
Hungary where, according to Duczynska, "it suggested, so to say, quite 
naturally, the thought of a similar attempt against Tisza." (Gyoffy) The 
issue, in both cases, was the continuing war. Count Stiirgkh had refused 
— having since March 1914 been governing Austria without summoning 
Parliament (under 'Article XIV' of the Constitution) — to reconvene it, to 
discuss the war and ways of ending it. It was this that provoked Friedrich 
Adler to assassinate him on October 21, 1916. 

Istvan Tisza (1861-1918) was a major Hungarian landowner for 
whom preservation of the hierarchical social order and its cultural values 
was a sacred mission.114 As for supporting the war, even Friedrich Adler 
declared: "Tisza rules the Monarchy in fact, and Stiirgkh is only a mere 
tool of Tisza who is Austria's dictator."115 The mood in Hungary was one 
of desperation: to continue the war meant increased casualties, to end it 
would lead to the country's suppressed nationalities demanding indepen-
dence. Michael Karolyi was moved to observe that "people went around 
as if their brains had been surgically removed."116 It was in this environ-
ment that Duczynska could think only of ending the war. With Adler's 
action, she thought, "the first spark has been struck." (M) Now she 
determined to strike the regime at its heart.117 

At a deeper level, Adler's act had a liberating effect upon 
Duczynska. It demonstrated what one person acting alone could achieve. 
By following suit, she may have thought, she would show that she did not 



need Szabo's advice or the cooperation of workers' representatives. At yet 
another level, Duczynska's opting for a voluntaristic solution was expres-
sive of the "identity problem" current among contemporary Hungarian 
intellectuals, for whom the choice seemed to be between inaction due to 
the supposedly unbridgeable barriers between human beings,118 or revolu-
tionary involvement as a means of creating a new sense of community. 
Not of course that Duczynska had time to think things through. She 
viewed Friedrich Adler's act as having been precipitated by a sense of 
"despair and hopelessness," similar to her own frustration at "the absence 
of any way out of isolation." In Austria the absence of a supportive 
anti-war movement,"9 she thought, had led to Adler's "self-sacrificing 
action." (OM & Beg) In Hungary too Duczynska felt herself "in truth to 
be fatally isolated." She rebelled against it. "I am not, I cannot be alone 
in this fatal isolation from the working classes!" she told herself.120 But 
she was. Szabo's evasive theorizing confirmed it. Her state of mind at that 
time is re-captured in the otherwise incomprehensibly violent outburst that 
prefaces her "Early Morning." 

A single experience is enough to shape a human life. Our 
conclusion: attack with bare hands if necessary, with faith too 
attack the inhuman machine of an inhuman establishment — 
revolt and incite rebellion, to help society and life to become 
more human." 

Ilona Duczynska was the only Hungarian woman ever to plan to 
assassinate a political figure, the only one also to be convicted of high 
treason. In a newspaper report of her trial, she was referred to — more 
truly than was then appreciated (for her assassination plan remained 
unknown) — as "the nihilist gentry girl." It was clear why. It called to 
mind those turn-of-the-century Russian social-revolutionary and anarchist 
women who had inherited the Narodnik mystique of heroism and self-
sacrifice. Indeed, Duczynska actually claimed that it was "love for the 
heroes of Narodnaya Volja (The People's Will)" that caused her to follow 
Adler's example. (A) Hungary had developed nothing similar to the 
Russian movement probably because the Hungarian intelligentsia were of 
the upper and middle classes and looked towards the West rather than the 
people. Duczynska was only partly an exception. She consciously aligned 
herself with the Russian intelligentsia and its revolutionary tradition solely 
in order to legitimize projected acts violence, not because she sympathi-
zed with its Byzantine-Slavonic background, and even less because she 



"came from the people and went back 'into the people.'"121 Her fascination 
with its radical culture had begun through reading and continued in 
Zurich where she got to know working-class Russians, having lodged with 
two such families in each of which there was a girl around her age. 

The two-day trial of Friedrich Adler began on May 18th and 
received considerable coverage in the Hungarian press, including the 
accused's impassioned speech in his own defence. This determined 
Duczynska's timing: "The dramatic impetus... was perhaps exceptional, 
scarcely more than a day being taken to decide upon it," she explained. 
(M) Yet the plan had been maturing for at least two weeks. By early May 
for Duczynska "the Question", as she put it, was not whether but how to 
assassinate the prime minister.122 It may by then have become almost the 
sole topic of conversation with Szabo. She was even encouraged: "I saw 
in Ervin Szabo's world view a major place for individual action as 'a road 
leading ahead'," Duczynska explained. However, pangs of conscience 
were only partly allayed by Adler's description of his act as the moral 
equivalent of war: "I am no more guilty of murder than the military 
officer who kills or orders others to kill in time of war."123 For as the 
clock ticked down, Duczynska admitted to feeling troubled. "I atoned for 
it in advance: with agony, doubts, thirst for life, and sense of guilt," she 
explains, "because all humans are brothers and sisters, and to kill one of 
them is always fratricide." (K) 

Providentially, as she would regard it, Duczynska came upon a 
suitable weapon: a Browning automatic pistol with cartridges stowed 
away at the back of a drawer in Jozsef Madzsar's writing desk. Surp-
risingly, she claims that she already knew how to "handle" a pistol — 
indeed, that she had possessed one of the same make in Zurich where she 
practiced shooting "with some success." (UL) That she at once matter-
of-factly pocketed it, and thereafter carried it around with her, suggests 
that she had been thinking of emulating Adler's action from the begin-
ning.124 The weapon's comforting weight, she said, helped to strengthen 
her resolve. On May 6th, the first Sunday when she met with Szabo in 
the Farkasret cemetery,125 she spoke frankly of her plan. She had expected 
him to object. But to her surprise, "basically, he was not against it." 
Apparently, the reason was — as she puts it in an oddly flowery passage 
— that he regarded her as motivated by "purity of heart, sacred convic-
tion, and sacrifice." (UL) — Still, his qualified approval hardly justified 
the curious story, circulated in Budapest shortly after Duczynska's death, 
with romantic embellishments, to the effect that she acquired the pistol 



directly from "the pale, scholarly" Szabo, who, "with his slim hands" 
actually taught her how to use it!126 — Perhaps Szabo's grudging acquies-
cence logically followed from his condemnation of Tisza (in the Nepszava 
just a few days before) as the greatest obstacle to peace, "a serious danger 
to suffering, bleeding humanity."127 On the following Sunday, the 13th, 
meeting at the same hour (11 am), they continued the discussion, in daily 
expectation of news of the Adler Trial. By the time of their final meeting, 
on the 20th, the trial had ended with Adler being condemned to death. 
(UL) As they paced between the graves, Szabo again voiced feeble 
objections — "not that he was against it on principle," Duczynska 
observes — though with little conviction, concluding lamely, "it isn't 
right." (UL) All to no avail. "I had already made up my mind," Duczyns-
ka concludes. (S&S) 

Master and disciple no more, the two friends (or perhaps some-
thing more) met again on Monday, probably in some side-street as of old. 
Certainly they met on Tuesday when it was decided that Duczynska 
would execute her plan the following day. On the morning of Wednesday 
the 23rd, Duczynska took the unheard-of step of visiting Ervin Szabo — 
to say farewell, of course — at his library on Karolyi Street. For the last 
time he argued with her, saying "it was all wrong", even protesting that 
"he ought to be the one to do it." But Duczynska's mind was made up — 
"It was somehow predestined," she felt. (Tisza). By the time she left, they 
had agreed that her act was both sensible and necessary.128 

After leaving the Municipal Library, there were still more than 
two hours remaining. So Duczynska decided to pass the time in the 
Galilei Circle's premises which were on her route.129 It was with an odd 
feeling of security that she sank down into a chair, lulled, as she put it, by 
the familiar buzz of student voices. She again went over her plan of 
action. Duczynska had established Tisza's daily routine of leaving Parlia-
ment at the same hour in the early afternoon, and driving straight to his 
Andrassy ut residence. It would be at the moment when he descended 
from his carriage, she decided, that she would take out the pistol from her 
handbag, and fire. That was the plan she was going over in her mind. But 
suddenly the door from the street was flung open. There stood Simon 
Darvas (she would never forget the name), a newspaper in his hand. 
"Listen everyone," he shouted, "Tisza has resigned." So history had 
outrun the plans of a mere individual... On May 22, 1917 King Charles 
IV, who succeeded Francis Joseph the previous November, had revived 
the Austrian constitution and, favouring peace initiatives, had now 



dismissed Tisza whose Cabinet resigned the next day.130 Duczynska sat, 
stupefied; she was one of the last to leave the Circle's premises. 

Towards collective action 

After wandering the streets, it was early evening by the time Duczynska 
arrived at the house where her Budapest adventure had begun. She still 
had a key to the Madzsars' apartment. No one was at home. She replaced 
the pistol in Jozsef Madzsar's desk-drawer, then lay down exhausted on 
the familiar sofa. She slept, until awoken by the sound of voices, Szabo's 
among them. She got to her feet and joined the familiar trio in the next 
room. Then after a few minutes, the Madzsars left the room. Duczynska 
was the first to speak: "What did you think, when you heard the news?" 
Szabo answered in a low voice: "I felt sorry for you." (UL) He confirmed 
the significance of the day's events. The target no longer existed. Tisza 
lived — but no more as "the vulnerable, destroyable symbol" of the war. 
He had retreated within the collectivity of the political regime for which it 
would be war as usual. It would no longer be possible to hold a lone 
individual accountable. By the same token, any future oppositional action 
would have to be undertaken also not by a single individual, but an 
organization. That is what Duczynska wrote later. At that time, though, 
Szabo seemed to have had nothing more to say. She took her leave, and 
returned to her room. There she pondered her future — just as her in-
tended victim was doing. For Duczynska, of course, there would be 
options. Tisza would have none. "It had to be this way", he murmured, 
when a group of ex-soldiers shot him in his villa on October 31, 1918.131 

With the arrival of summer imminent, the Galilei Circle would 
soon be closing down. Anyway, Budapest held nothing for Duczynska 
now. Ervin Szabo had no parting advice, other than that she should 
translate Emile Vanderwelde's Le collectivisme. She would never bring 
herself to open the book. Yet the title was suggestive of Duczynska's next 
step on returning to Budapest in September. She was leaving the city 
"under the sign of miscarried individual action"; when she returned, it 
would be with the conviction that only collective action could be effec-
tive. She boarded a train, "like a whipped dog." The reason Duczynska 
left Pest so suddenly was because she no interest in staying to observe the 
political consequences of the change in the government. As a young 
dissident author who knew her at the end, wrote: "The romantic revolu-



tionary instinctively feared the possible success of political reforms."132 "I 
shall have to think everything over again," were her last thoughts as the 
outskirts of Pest were left behind. Duczynska had no money, and nowhere 
to go other than to the family who now seemed strangers to her. She duly 
arrived at the western city of Szombathely, capital of Vas County, where 
her uncle was lieutenant governor. After a day or so, sickened by the 
official ritual, patriotism and glorification of the war, Duczynska escaped 
to her mother's old family home, the Eden of her childhood, "the castle" 
(as it was called) of Zsennye. She could not then have known that who 
(or what) she later called the "great director" had reserved for her a 
leading role in the all-important second act of the drama of Hungary's 
anti-war movement.133 

Future of the myth of violence 

The second act would begin in September and end five months later. 
Thereafter the drama of Duczynska's lifetime political engagement would 
continue in different forms within the wider framework of the twentieth 
century's ideological conflict. During that time, conviction as to the 
legitimacy of assassination remained deeply embedded in her conscious-
ness. Later, she would become aware of the process of re-emergence: "If 
a person still preserves the spark within... in a moment, in an act of 
protest, in the twinkling of an eye it flames up again." (UL) Thus, while 
in 1917 she had been prepared to kill in order to bring an end to the 
state-sponsored violence of the war — in the 1970s she seemed to have 
come to regard acts of terrorism as legitimate means of opposing the 
'social' violence of the liberal capitalist order. She was attracted to 
anti-colonialist and national liberation movements (in which she saw Che 
Guevara as a key figure), the Student Revolts of the late 1960s in the 
West, and eventually and more ominously to the West German terrorist 
movement. 

It was against this background that Duczynska committed to 
paper an account of her plan to assassinate Istvan Tisza — for which, of 
course, she is the sole source. Furthermore, she chose to present it in the 
form of an encounter with Ervin Szabo (who left no reference to it in his 
papers). This way, she could portray her assassination plan as having the 
approval of the nation's most respected socialist thinker. Her timing may 
even suggest that Duczynska may have hoped that her revelation might 



encourage young Hungarian dissidents to follow her example — despite 
there having been no assassinations (apart from those instituted by the 
state) in the totalitarian societies of 'existing socialism'. 

Perhaps, though for reasons beyond her control, Duczynska was 
not fully consistent in her story. Thus, having written down what must be 
regarded as her authorized version of events, she may also have told 
Gyorgy Konrad something different. Perhaps the discrepancy resulted 
from the pain of disappointed desire. Thus she told Konrad what she 
would have liked to have happened: to have confronted Tisza face to face. 
Or better still, as she fantasized at the time, to have killed him. Of course, 
the historical record shows that she didn't. Yet a few hours later on that 
fateful day, in a waking dream, trauma collapsed into fantasy, in which 
she watched herself fire the fatal shot. 

She herself described, at the time, how she had been affected 
physically and mentally by spiritual strain in anticipation of guilt. She 
began to be aware of it while trying to relax in the Circle's meeting room. 
Then the sudden shout. The realization that Tisza had resigned caused her 
to lose control. Random thoughts passed through her mind. "My hands 
were lying on the arm of the chair like strange, sleeping animals.... The 
body had been abandoned, spirit and will had deserted it." "Previously, 
nothing else had been on my mind... now existence was weightless." 
Having steeled herself for self-sacrifice, now she felt rejected. It was as if 
sentence had been passed on her: "Sacrifice declined." (UL) 

She followed the students out into the street — she wandered 
about. She entered a restaurant, and things became clearer. She sat at a 
table. She did not touch the food set before her. She could think only of 
one thing — what she had intended should happen! Idly, she looked 
about her. Her gaze fell on a middle-aged man sitting at the next table. 
The image of Istvan Tisza.... Trauma gave way to fantasy. 

Now, in your mind, you cock the Browning that's still in your 
pocket; in your mind, suddenly take it out, you take quick aim 
at the nape of his neck, and fire.... He gives a shudder — his 
body really does, it really does; there's fear in his eyes, sweat 
on his brow. People go on eating — surprised, embarrassed. 

She had not forgotten. That was how Friedrich Adler had shot Count 
Stiirgkh while he was lunching at his usual table in his usual restaurant in 
Vienna. 



The next thing Duczynska knew, she was fumbling with the key 
in front of the Madzsars' apartment. There was desultory talk. After a 
while she left. The last thing she remembered was Szabo's: "I felt sorry 
for you..." (UL) What did he mean? That he'd never expected her to 
shoot? That he foresaw how disappointed she would be? But why disap-
pointed? Perhaps he was remembering how during the past month she 
had revealed her ignorance. Had she been reduced to having to shoot 
someone, simply to prove that she could act, and that her action could 
equal — or surpass — his theorizing? Szabo seemed to consider her 
incapable of anything more than translating a monograph from the 
French. Or had he intended it as therapy, having sensed that she was on 
the brink of breakdown? Something had broken. Failure had left her with 
nothing. The ground gave way beneath her feet. "I was like someone 
falling down a bottomless abyss in a dream," she wrote in "Bitter May". 

That dream state she was in was one of partial consciousness. It 
was certainly not the type of dream that she — in an oddly conventional 
reference — thought Lenin would approve of.134 For weeks she had been 
removed from life, people (other than Szabo), and possibility. She had 
shut herself off from the wider world of politics in order to focus on her 
dream of 'action'. It hadn't mattered to her that hers would have been a 
copy-cat crime. She had tried to follow in the footsteps of the Russian 
women students of Narodnaya Volya, and of course Friedrich Adler's. 
Basically, they were her mentors — not him whom she called her "mas-
ter". Hers was a dream of violence as solution for the world's ills. One 
from which she would never fully awaken. Adler received a pardon, and 
resumed a 'normal' life in the service of his country. Duczynska had no 
desire for such a life; what was normal for her was lifelong struggle 
against the type of society both she and her husband categorically re-
jected. As things worked out, she would be restricted to typically 'radical 
women's work' — as courier, secretary, editor, writer and translator. Also 
marriage would make increasing demands on her time and energy. Only 
after Polanyi's death in 1964 did she begin writing sections of what might 
have been a somewhat more ambitious autobiography. 

Her decision to write of her assassination plan may not have 
been unconnected with developments in the world at large. In the context 
of the Cold War, 'unofficial' conflicts of varying dimensions proliferated 
all the way down to self-defining violent 'political' acts on the part of 
individuals. The turn-of-the-century tradition of assassination of high state 
officials had degenerated into the new terrorism of indiscriminate acts of 



murder and destruction. The former 'cause' of revolutionary activism was 
becoming a species of 'performance art' for the alienated. Duczynska 
seems to have decided to descend from the real world of apparently 
fruitless political activism into the dream realm of violence — again. 

As had been the case in 1917, she would be inspired by the 
deeds of others in other places. This time it was another shooting in 
Central Europe by "the most important woman in German politics since 
Rosa Luxemburg," Ulrike Meinhof (1934-76).133 Even prior to that, 
though, Duczynska was becoming interested in the wider issues of terror-
ist violence, as shown by her collection of relevant books and articles. To 
Isabelle Ackerl with whom Duczynska recorded in Vienna her most 
detailed account of her life (1976) she declined to speak of her 1917 
assassination plan: "I am at the moment writing about it so I would 
sooner not talk about it." (Ackerl) She had already published a short 
account in 1968, one which she expanded in 1978.136 Furthermore, she 
had gone about obtaining photocopies of contemporary Hungarian news-
paper reports of the 1917 Adler Trial, suggesting that she was intending 
to write at some length also on that subject.137 Then, at eighty-one, she 
summoned up her last reserves of energy in the cause of a young West 
German. To her mind, often romantic, never sentimental, Peter-Paul Zahl 
(1944-) had all the right stereotypical anti-bourgeois qualifications — 
young (with obligatory long hair, beard and dark glasses), poet, worker, 
communist, in addition to being prepared to use violence against the 
'capitalist order'.138 Convinced that he was the victim of great injustice 
done by the 'fascist' authorities through having his jail sentence extended 
— he had been sentenced for shooting a policeman — Duczynska entered 
into correspondence with him, and was preparing to go to considerable 
lengths, to the dismay of family and friends, to obtain his release by 
means apparently not excluding bribery. Thereupon "the great director", 
as Duczynska had called him, decided to ring down the final curtain. 

A significant clue as to the nature of the mainspring driving 
Ilona Duczynska is to be found among her notes. There are four typewrit-
ten pages based on Hans-Magnus Enzensberger's article, "Dreamers of the 
Absolute,"139 a study of the second generation of Russian terrorists of 
1904-5. For such as them, he wrote, political commitment was all the 
more personally attractive because it represented empowerment of the 
individual, for whom action became "liberation in and of itself." Action, 
a blow struck in the struggle, was personally fulfilling, and thus was itself 



fulfilment. Such had always been Ilona Duczynska's dream. "'Utopia?' So 
what? To live without U t o p i a ? " 1 4 0 That had always been her goal. 
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